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EDITING NORMS FOR TEXTS SENT TO EVITERNA: 
 
Each of the texts must comply with the editing rules set out below, following the 
reference system by author: (author's last name, edition date, page). 
 
Ex: "The history of art in our country should critically consider what role it is to play in 
the next society of knowledge, how it will be embedded in it, with what instruments. 
And what is not less important, for what purpose? '' (Rodríguez, 2010, p.15). 
 
In case the appointment exceeds the 4 lines, it should be mentioned as follows: 
 
It exposes a new conception of the circus, rethinking the traditional schemes and 
focusing on themes that denounce gender and identity issues with a tremendous critical 
approach (Pedraza, 2009, pp. 66-67): 

  
"The world is full of women with a beard ... Or at least they have the potential to 
have a beard ... instead of wasting time and money on waxing, shaving, electrolysis 
or tweezing hair ... The body is a territory of oppression. Women suffer from 
having to fold to an image, and to them a beard is inconceivable. A woman does 
not wear a beard. First of all, it has to be female. I have been afraid of those clichés. 
To legitimize the difference is also to legitimize their sufferings. I will be a bearded 
woman, without being different. " 

 
 

The text should be presented with the following characteristics: 
 
Source: Times New Roman 
Size: 12 
Line spacing: 1.5 
Justified paragraph 
Indentation: 1.25 
 
Bibliography: 
 
In response to the parenthetic system, the bibliography will appear specified at the end 
of the text, including the works referenced within the text as follows: 
 
Books: KRACAUER, Siegfried (2008). Photography and other essays. Gedisa: Barcelona. 
 
Book chapters: CASTILLO RUIZ, José (2008), '' Historical heritage and new technologies. 
The Observatory of Historical Heritage (OPHE) '', in BELLIDO GANT, María Luisa (dir.). 
Dissemination of Cultural Heritage and New Technologies. Córdoba, Universidad 
Internacional de Andalucía (UIA), pp. 12-35. 
 
Magazines: HURTADO MENDIETA, Enrique (2013), "Art and Machines", Art and Politics 
of identity, nº 9, pp. 103-112. 
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Internet references: URL (Queried: / /) 
 
Acceptance of originals: 
 
Each of the texts will be reviewed by the Editorial Board, approving or denying their 
publication, depending on how they fit the criteria of the journal: expository clarity, 
thematic of interest and according to the conceptual line of the journal, adaptation to 
the rules of edition and template, among others. 
 
Arbitration system: 
 
Peer review process: Eviterna Magazine's editors will oversee the scientific evaluation 
process. All the originals will be evaluated by two external experts. The directors will 
make the final decision on their acceptance. 
 
Review process: 
 
The drafting committee of Eviterna Magazine previously reviews the contributions 
received to verify that they comply with the publication rules. It is then submitted to the 
scrutiny of two expert reviewers of the editorial and writing committee, who review its 
relevance, quality and clarity. These tips (editorial and editorial) are, totally, unrelated 
to the Eviterna Magazine. Thus, all contributions to the Eviterna Magazine are refereed 
through the peer review system. The author is then notified of the admission or decline 
of the article to be published, or admission with reforms. 
 
Articles: 
 
They should not exceed 25,000 characters with spaces. For this, you may find a .doc 
template in the web home.  
 
Exhibition reviews: It should be between 3 and 5 pages 
 
Varia: Will be between 4 and 5 pages 
 
Images: 
 
The images must be of good quality and be sent in format. jpg or .tiff, in the body text 
or where they correspond. Therefore, all images should be referenced in the text as 
follows: [1]. 
 
About the origin of the images, the magazine is not responsible for the reproduction 
rights of the works, so it will be the responsibility of the authors. 
The number of images will vary depending on the texts: articles (up to 5 images), reviews 
(up to 3) and varia (up to 2). 
 
Language of publication: 
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Publications in Spanish, English, French and Italian will be received. The number of 
articles written in foreign language provided for each issue of the journal shall not 
exceed 1/3 of the total of the articles that form part of the same issue. In the case of 
receiving a greater quantity of articles in a language other than Spanish, a selection will 
be made, the rest will remain in custody for publication in the following issues of the 
journal, of a semi-annual nature. 
 
For questions or queries about the possibility of publishing in languages other than those 
mentioned above, write directly to the email revistaeviterna@gmail.com 
 


